The Moore You Know

Seasonal Color
Outlook for 2021

1. Finalize flower decisions ASAP.
Flower orders need to be completed immediately
to secure spring and summer flowers for your
landscape. Those who order earlier will secure the
limited supplies.

COVID-19 has disrupted many supply chains,
including seasonal flowers. Shutdowns during 2020
interrupted the production of seed stock for this year,
causing much uncertainty about flower availability.
Industrywide, growers
are reporting significant
shortages and limited
supplies of certain flowers
for the 2021 season.

Jim Pearson
District Manager, Public
Moore Landscapes

2. Be flexible.
The supply of custom grown plants is the most
compromised sector. While we may not have
the specialty plants we’re accustomed to (such
as fancier coleus or salvia or a specific color
shade), the more common plants will likely be
available. Flexibility in terms of plant palette will
be necessary.

Here are our tips for 2021
seasonal color displays,
provided by Jim Pearson,
Moore’s district manager of
public sites and designer
of many award-winning
seasonal color displays.
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3. Maintain high-impact curb appeal.
Gorgeous displays can be created even with
a simpler plant palette. Delight your tenants
and impress potential new tenants with vibrant
seasonal color displays.

4. Consider securing all color rotations now.
Growers need plant orders at least three, but
ideally six months in advance. It helps growers
with production planning if property managers
decide on their plant and color rotations for the
full year by January.

5. Textures and colorful foliage plants heighten
impact without adding flowers.
Plants with colorful foliage or interesting textures
are smart ways to create interest and impact,
particularly in containers or beds where dropped
flower petals would cause concern.

6. Blues and greens are making their mark.
Blue and green foliage tones are especially
popular now, with colors ranging from chartreuse
and lime green to true-blue shades and purplish
or reddish tones. All these tones go well with teal,
a bright color that’s trending in containers and
site furnishings.
January is the season for ice skating and snowmen,
but it’s also the perfect time to plan your seasonal
color program. Together, let’s make it a beautiful
summer!
Moore Landscapes
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Wintertime is
pruning time!
Winter is the perfect time to clean out
clutter in our homes and it’s also an
excellent time to prune out split, cracked,
broken or dead branches in trees.
Address safety issues immediately.
Damage from storms, heavy ice or snow
loads, excessive soil moisture and high
winds may create branches and even entire
trees that are safety hazards which need to be addressed immediately to minimize risk of property damage
or injury to pedestrians.
Plan now for long-term tree health.
Mature trees in stressful urban settings typically require pruning every 2-3 years. Young trees need pruning
every 1-2 years to ensure proper structural development. All trees need regular inspections year-round to
look for health and hazard issues.
Here are the top reasons for pruning trees in winter:
1. It is less stressful on the tree and leads
to optimal wound healing when trees are
pruned while dormant. Insects and diseases
that may invade pruning cuts are also
dormant, which allows the tree time to begin
encapsulating the wound with less risk of
infection or infestation.
2. Diseases such as rust and blight are only
active during the growing season, so there is
less risk of spreading disease when pruning
is performed during the dormant season.
3. When the ground is frozen, there is less
damage to turf and other plant material. Few pedestrians linger outdoors during the winter, so that
helps limit risk when lifts and other equipment are onsite.
4. When deciduous trees and shrubs are without foliage, it’s easier to see the branch structure and
condition of the branches.
5. Winter pruning helps rejuvenate trees, as the trees’ spring flush of growth is directed entirely to the
healthy branches that remain instead of supporting marginal or dead branches.
Get your trees ready for a beautiful spring with winter pruning!
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Plant of the Month: Stromanthe Triostar
You can stay indoors to admire this month’s featured
plant, the beautiful, showy Stromanthe Triostar.
Sean Mallory, General Manager of Moore’s Interior & City
Commercial Maintenance business, appreciates Triostar’s
vibrant green and white variegated foliage with distinctive
pinky-red undersides. Sean says, “Triostar makes an
impact as a focal point in containers or when massed in
planting beds. It provides excellent contrast when paired
with green foliage plants.”
Sean Mallory

General Manager
Interior & City Commercial
Maintenance

Triostar’s leaves will turn pinker and the plant grows fuller
in environments with brighter light. The leaves curl up
slightly when the sun goes down as if they are tucking
themselves into bed for the night. Triostar tolerates low,
medium and high levels of indirect light, plus it’s resistant
to most plant pests.

Triostar thrives in low-light settings (left) and brighter environments (right).
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